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Proposal for Daytime SafeRide
May Be Implemented Next Fall
By Jennifer Krishnan
EDITOR I

JONATHAN

WAN
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Six large wooden blocks sit In Lobby 7 Sunday morning. The
fronts of the blocks were-labeled A, B, C, N, and R In protest
of freshmen being put on grades for the spring term.

afeRide may soon be making
daytime runs.
Under a recent proposal,
the
shuttle would stop at three locations
in Boston (Mass. Ave. and Beacon
St., Commonwealth
Ave. and
Charlesgate,
and Mass. Ave. and
Commonwealth Ave.) before returning to 77 Massachusetts Ave, said
Undergraduate
Association President Parol Deora '04.
The serv'ice would run from
approximately
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
MOllday through Friday, during
November, December, February,
and March.
"It's the perfect way to spend
student life money," Deora said.
"I think it's great that they're
mcreasing the coverage times," said
incoming GSC president Michael R.
Folkert. "It's a step in the right
direction."
But "in order to really benefit the
graduate students,
they need to
expand the area being covered,"
Folkert said.
The. FSILG Office will at least

partially fund the program. David
. Rogers, assistant dean and director of fraternities,
sororities, and
independent
living groups, said
"we're footing 30,000 ... to upport the fraternities and sororities
that live on the Boston side" of the
river. He indicated the Department
of Parking
and Transportation
would probably cover the remainder
of the cost.
Deora said it would cost between
30,000 and $35,000 to provide one
year of this service.
The proposal is expected to be
finalized in the next few weeks,
Deora said.
Rogers and Deora said Dean for
Student Life Larry G. Benedict had
. done most of the research and created the current proposal.
Benedict could not be reached
for comment.
Grad students'

plan stalled

The Graduate Student Council
proposed two years ago to create a
new SafeRide route that would
cover area farther north, where more
graduate students live.

"The graduate students have a
very real problem: ... public transportation stops running" shortly
after midnight,
said Stephen D.
Immerman, director of enterprise
services, under whose auspices
SafeRide falls.
Folkert said that "a huge portion
of the graduate students live off
campus" and rely on public transportation. About half of the graduate
students in his own lab typically go
home after midnight, he said.
However, Immerman said his
office did not receive funding this
year for the G C's proposed project.
In June 2001, the GSC donated
$15,000 toward establishing a new
route. But the program proposed by
the GSC "would
cost about
$100,000" annually, Immerman
said.
"If we can find the resources to
extend our services [to areas where
more graduate students live], we
will," he said.
Immerman
said the money
SafeRlde, Page 13

N~twork Upgrades. Planned for Four Dorms

AIJazeem
De~d
AkaniJii

By Lauren E. LeBon
ASSOCIATE

NEWS EDITOR

Information
Systems and the
housing department will begin renovations this summer to upgrade the
network infrastructure in four dorms.
East Campus, Next House, New
House, and Bexley Hall will receive
a 100 Mbps MITnet connection and
wireless Internet seniice. The dormitories were selected for renovation

Seroices
By Kevin R. Lang
STAFF REPORTER

•

CHIEF

One-time MIT startup Akamai
Technologies
canceled a contract
with Arabic news network
Al
Jazeera Wednesday after brieJly
working with the Qatar-based television and Internet news company.
Joanne Tucker, managing editor
of the network's English-language
W~b site, told reporters she was
frustrated by the decision but not
surprised. "It has nothing to do with
technical issues," Tucker said. "It's
nonstop political pressure on these
companies not to deal with us."
AI Jazeera has been "Struggling to
get its English-language
Web site
running, after the site was shut down
by hackers some 12 hours after
going online March 25. Users trying
to access the site were redirected to a
page showing an American flag. The
network hoped to use Akamai's
broad server network to protect
against further hack attempts, and
signed a contract with Akamai on
March 28, according to Tucker.
Akamai quiet on decision
Akamai officials have declined
to comment on the matter, but Jeff
W. Young, director of public relations, issued a statement to T.he
Tech confirming that the company
would not be working
with Al
Jazeera. Young declined to comAkamal, Page 11

because they are considered to be in
the most dire need of upgrades.
In addition, MITnet is now supported in part by a Cogent Communications connection to the Internet,
after word that Genuity, Inc. filed
for bankruptcy and was acquired by
Level 3 Networks.
Renovations

to begin in June

East Campus, Next House,

ew

House, and Bexley were chosen to
undergo renovations
since these
dorms currently hold network infrastructures that are "unmaintainable"
according to surveys taken last fall.
The renovations will begin no
later than June, said Dean of Student Life Larry G. Benedict.
Andjelka Kelic G, residential
network coordinator for Information
Systems,
said that the current

telecommunication
rooms in these
dormitories are not large enough to
hold equipment for the new connections. Housing and IS chose the
locations in the dorms for new telecom rooms. The construction
of
these rooms will begin this summer.
When the renovations are complete, each student will receive four
Upgrades, Page 12

.Fredkin Modeling SARS Epidemic, Offers Advice to CDC
By Marissa Vogt
ASSOCIATE

NEWS EDITOR

Yisiting scientist and former
MIT professor Edward Fredkin is
attempting to curb the recent spread
of severe acute respiratory
syndrome, or SARS, by using spreadsheets to model the beh~vior of the
epidemic.
Fredkin is using a collection of
interconnected 'spreadsheets to simulate the behavior of those infected
with the disease and how they might
communicate the disease to others.
He plans to present his fmdings to
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and the World Health
Organization on April 17.
"There's the possibility that this
epidemic could be very bad," said
Fredkin. "Various authorities like'
the CDC in the United States and
countries around the world have to
make decisions" about how best to
go about containing the disease.
Fredkin's
goal, he said, is to
model the effects
of possible
options of containment, such as controlling airline flights or quarantining infected people, to guide health
authorities in their decisions.
Fredkin hopes that his model
will help to determine what the con-
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Visiting scientist and former MIT professor Edward Fredkln Is working on a computer model of the Sudden Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) virus. His work may allow health officials to take steps to
reduce the Impact of the virus.
.
sequences would' be "if you change
something, such as you cut down
some kind of travel ... so that peo-

Comics

pIe can think about that."
"I t' s very hard for them to be
sure whether these decisions will
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AndrewT. Vue and Uwe Ohler
discuss the merits of patriotism
and protesting.
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U.S., Russia Meet To Discuss
Convoy,Strained Relationship

LD&
Bush, Blair eet to Settle
Details of War in Iraq
EWSDAY

o

After a walk through the gardens of a centurie -old castle, President Bush and British Prime Mini ter Tony Blair ettled in Monday
for a two-day meeting aimed at re olving the details of how Iraq will
be governed after the current conflict ends.
The two leaders also are scheduled to talk about plans for easing
the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict and accelerating the fitful peace
process in orthern Ireland, according to U.. and British officials.
The third meeting between Bush and Blair in ju t over three
weeks is occurring at a hopeful moment for their combat forces in
Iraq, and the battlefield successes are prompting both leaders to look
ahead, according to U .. Secretary of tate Colin Powell. "The hostilities phase is coming to a conclusion," he told reporters aboard Air
Force One on the way to Belfa t. "It's time for all of us to think about
the post-hostilities phase."
But Blair and Bush still have some lingering differences over that
phase, and it remains unclear whether they will have settled them
when their summit concludes Tuesday with a joint news conference.
British and U. . official both played down expectations of a final
agreement.

War

ews Perks Up Markets

NEWSDAY
EWYORK

A promi ing early se sion stock rally Monday responded to the
chance of a quick victory in Iraq. But experts say a major test of the
market's longer term prospects will come next week when earnings
season gets into full swing.
The Dow Jones industrial average soared as much as 243 points in
early morning trading Monday as investors speculated that the war
would end quickly.
Toward the end of the day, however, traders who look for technical changes to trigger their sales began dumping stock. The Dow
ended up only 23.26 points to close at 8,300.41. The broader, Standard & Poor's 500 index rose a mere 1.08 points to close at 879.93
while the tech-heavy
asdaq gained 6 points to end at 1,389.51.
"Y ou buy on the rumor and you sell on the news, this very much
appeared to be that much of a day on Wall Street," said Hugh Johnson, chairman and chief investment officer at First Albany Corp. "For
four weeks now, investors have been buying on the expectation that
the war would end and there would be a rally. The news seemed to
suggest that the war was nearly over ... so they sold on the news."

postwar period.
Ru sia, along with European
powers
including
Britain
and
France, wants the United ations to
take a leading role in rebuilding
Iraq. But the Bush administration
has made it clear that coalition partners fighting the war will take the
lead role.
"I think Russia understands
very clearly that after the effort and
the blood spilled in liberating Iraq,
it's understandable
that the coalition will have the leading role in
the initial phase. I think we need to
discuss how we will proceed from
there," the U.S. diplomat said.
The attack on the convoy is just
the latest incident to strain RussiaU.S. relations. Russia has demanded an investigation, but has not formally blamed the United States.
But Russian officials told Rice that
the bullet extracted
from one
wounded Russian diplomat was
American.
Russia's ambassador
to Iraq,
Vladimir Titorenko, who was in the
convoy, said Monday that the cars
stopped 40 yards from U.S. military

By Robyn Dixon
LOS ANGELES TIMES
MO cow

ational Security Adviser Condoleezza
Rice met President
Vladimir V. Putin and other officials
Monday, a day after a Russian
diplomatic convoy came under fire
in the Iraq war strongly opposed by
Russian leaders.
Rice listened to concerns over
the incident, which occurred Sunday
as Russian diplomats tried to flee
Baghdad.
"We assured the Russians that
no harm was intended," a senior
U.S. diplomat said, adding that the
United
tates did not accept
responsibility and that the convoy
was "in the wrong place at the
wrong time." Five people were
injured.
Rice's main purpo e in Moscow,
the U.S. diplomat said, was to convey the United States' commitment
to its relationship
with Russia,
despite the current difficulties. But
he had another, less palatable message: that Russia .will not be
involved in Iraq in the immediate

Supreme. Court Upholds States'
Rights To Ban Cross-Burnings
possibility
that the Virginia law
of the law.
could be salvaged
if the state
However, in affirming that Vir"
supreme court reinterprets what the
ginia could ban cross-burnings withprima facie evidence
section
out violating free-speech rights, the
court struck down the state's cross.,. requires or that section is severed
from the rest of the law.
burning law on other grounds:
The widely anticipated ruling
Within the majority, a four-justice
plurality rejected a provision added
produced a number of opinions,
to the law in 1968 that instructs
including a dissent by two of the
juries to consider the act.of burning . court's liberal justices that attacked
Virginia's
ban. Justices David
a cross in public to be evidence of
Souter and Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
an intention to intimidate.
O'Connor
wrote that this sowho were joined by Justice Anthony
called prima facie evidence proviKennedy, .said they would overturn
the law because of its unconstitusion makes the law unconstitutional
because it "makes it more likely that
tional "tendency to suppress a message,"
the jury will find an intent to intimidate regardless
of the particular
Justice Clarence Thomas wrote a
facts of the case.
separate opinion. He said the Vir"The provision permits the Comginia l.aw was a permissible prohibimonwealth to arrest, prosecute and
tion of "intimidating conduct," not
convict a person based solely on the
expression, and he dissented from
fact of cross burning itself," O'Conthe plurality's ruling that the prima
nor said.
facie evidence section rendered the
O'Connor's opinion left open the, law unconstitutional.

By Edward Walsh
THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHlNGTO

Health Officials See Hope

For Containing SARS
LOS ANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTO

The government's top scientists expressed cautious confidence
Monday in their ability to control the spread of severe acute respiratory syndrome in the United States, even as the number of SARS
cases worldwide climbed above 2,600.
Joined via satellite by a top official of the World Health Organization, the scientists told a Senate committee that "extraordinary" cooperation among local, national and international health agencies has
slowed the epidemic and boosted efforts to prevent and treat the disease.
"The world has responded as we hoped it would," the organization's Dr. David L. Heymann said from Geneva. "We believe we will
be able to contain the epidemic."
The overwhelming response to the disease is due, at least in part,
to the health agencies' efforts to prepare for smallpox and other possible bioterror attacks, the officials said.

vehicles, which opened fire. Implying the shooting was deliberate, he
said an American bullet was found
in a car seat.
Speaking on Channel One state
television,
Titorenko,
who was
slightly hurt, held up a bullet dislodged from his car, saying, "This
bullet was meant for the ambassador. If it hadn't been for this
thing," he said, indicating a barrier
inside the car, "the bullet would
have hit me right in the head."
Despite initial denials from U.S.
Central Command in Qatar that U.S.
forces were in the area where the
Russian convoy was attacked, a
senior U.S. diplomat said Monday it
appeared the convoy was in an area
"where we were engaged in fighting
with Iraqi forces."
The 'diplomat said the presence
of American bullets did not prove
whQ was firing the weapons and
suggested the incident might have
been an Iraqi provocation.
Titorenko said the convoy was
under fire for 30 to 40 minutes
despite efforts by one Russian
diplomat to stop the firing.
•

The Supreme Court ruled Monday that states can ban cross-bumings that are intended to intimidate
onlookers and that such laws do not
violate
the First Amendment
because of the long history of crossburning as a "particularly virulent
form of intimidation."
Though the court did not entirely
validate Virginia's
50-year-old
cross-burning law, it voted 6-3 to
overturn a 2001 Virginia Supreme
Court ruling that the law was an
unconstitutional
infringement
of
free speech.
"Virginia may choose to regulate
this subset of intimidating messages
in light of cross-burning's long and
pernicious history as a signal of
impending violence," Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor wrote in the majority
opinion upholding the basic validity
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The competition between two differing pressure masses to the north and
south of New England makes this week's forecast a tricky one.
A cold front currently extends along the east coast of the United States,
and two regions of low pressure are located along the front.
The first center is associated with last night's snow; a second center of
low pressure is currently located over Mississippi and is expected to move
northeastward along the front.
At the same time, a very strong region of high pressure has moved from
the Hudson Bay into Quebec, bringing fair weather to Eastern Canada and
trying to block the movement of storms coming into New England. Indeed,
Boston received a glancing blow from last night's storm, with New York
bearing the heaviest snowfall.
This week's weather depends on the ability of the Quebec high to block
the northward progression of low pressure systems. If the high remains
strong then we should receive a few days of clear (albeit cool) weather;
however, it is expected to weaken enough to allow some cloud cover to
stream in - perhaps sparking some rain showers tomorrow - before the
next serious bout with precipitation on Friday.
Extended Forecast
Today: Steady snow ending by noon, but lingering rain and snow showers throughout the day. Cold and windy with highs near 35°F (2°C).
Tonight: Scattered flurries. Lows near freezing.
Tomorrow: Cloudy with a chance of rain showers. Milder with highs
near 43°F (7°C).
Tomorrow night: Partly cloudy. Lows near 35°F (2°C).
Thursday:
Mostly cloudy with seasonable temperatures. Highs near
52°F (11°C) and lows near 40°F (4°C).
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Scientists Reveal Healthy Clone
Of Endangered Javan Banteng
By Rick Weiss
THE WASHlNGTO

POST

Scientists have for the first time
created a healthy clone of an endangered species, offering powerful
evidence that cloning technology
can playa role in preserving and
even reconstituting threatened and
endangered species.
'
The clone - a cattle-like creature known as a Javan banteng,
native to Asian jungles - was
grown from a single skin cell taken
from a captive banteng before it
died in 1980. The cell was one of
several that had remained frozen in
a vial at the San Diego Zoo until fast
year, when they were thawed as part
of an experimental effort to make
cloned banteng embryos.
Scientists transferred dozens of
such embryos to the wombs of standard beef cows in Iowa last fall and
the first baby banteng clone was

born April 1 after gestating for a
standard nine and a half months.
"It let out thi big bellow and
everybody cheered:'
aid Robert
Lania, a scientist with Advanced
Cell Technology,
a Worcester,
Mass., company that collaborated in
the project with the Zoological
Society of San Diego and an Iowa
high-tech cattle reproduction company.
"It wa so surreal," Lanza said.
"There we are, out at this farm in
the middle of Iowa, and this beef
cow is giving birth to this exotic
animal that normally lives in the
bamboo forests of Asia,"
A second cloned banteng was
born two days later to another cow
on the same research farm, but was
in poor health Monday and its
prospects remained uncertain - a
reminder that scientists still have a
lot to learn' before mammalian

cloning becomes routine.
The only other member of an
endangered sp cie ever cloned - a
cattle-like Asian gaur, born in January 2001 - died of an infection less
than two days after birth. By contra t, the fir t-born banteng "i
doing beautifully," Lanza aid. "It's
a beautiful, adorable creature."
Bantengs, which as adults sport
enormou horns and can weigh as
much as 1,800 pound ,once roamed
in large numbers through the bamboo forests of Indonesia, Malaysia,
Burma and other Asian nations.
Hunting and habitat destruction
have reduced their numbers by more
than 80 percent in the past 20 years.
Today only 3,000 to 5,000 remain
worldwide.
Most worrisome to conservationists, only a handful of large herds
remain, so the animals are at risk of
becoming dangerously inbred.

Bill Proposes Voluntary Security
Measures in Chernicallndnstry
By John Mintz
THE WASHINGTON

POST
WASHlNGTON

The Bush administration
is
proposing
new legislation
to
impro~e security standards at chemical plants that will emphasize voluntary compliance by an industry
that some experts say is one of the
n~tion's most vulnerabJe to catastrophic terrorist attack.
Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., is
working with the White House and
the Department of Homeland Security to craft a bill that would require
chemical companies to abide by
standards drawn up by their industry
association, rather than be subject to
mandatory government measures
advocated by environmental activists
. and many Democrats, officials said.
. The Environmental
Protection

•

Agency has identified 123 chemical
plants where a terrorist attack could,
in a ''worst-case'' scenario, kill more
than 1 million people.
Besides the airline industry,
which saw tightened
security
demanded by the U.S. government
after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, the
chemical industry is the first business sector that the administration
has sought to regulate to lessen the
danger of terrorism.
Homeland
Security officials are considering
how to harden many elements of the
nation's "critical infrastructure,"
which includes gas pipelines and
water plants, and they say chemical
plants are one of the most worrisome sectors.
The administration's bill, expected to be unveiled later this month,
tracks with the laissez-faire'environ-

mental policies that President Bush
and Homeland Security Secretary
Tom Ridge pursued when they were
the governors of Texas and Pennsylvania, respectively, adm~nistration
officials and activists said.
The Republican legislation will
propose that chemical firms must
abide by security standards, mostly
governing areas such as fencing and
security cameras, promulgated by
the industry's trade association, the
American
Chemistry
Council,
sources said. It also requires each
firm to perform a self-assessment of .
its security vulnerabilities, under a
plan developed
by the industry
council.
The measure rejects so-called
hazard reduction requirements proposed in a competing Democratic
bill.
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Dinosaur Study Brings ew
Meaning to 'Family Dinner'
EWSDAY

Ask a dinosaur what's for lunch, and the answer may well have
been "My cousin."
Based on new evidence found recently in Madagascar, scientists
now think some dinosaurs were cannibals, ready and willing to dine
on their own )cind.
"We describe a sample of tooth-marked dinosaur bone recovered
from three well-documented
localities of Madagascar," the three
researchers report in a study published last week. Tooth marks on the
old bones came from a creature called Majungatholus atopus, and the
bones are, indeed, the remains of M. atopus.
"The fossil evidence is compelling and unprecedented," said geologist Raymond Rogers, from Macalester College in Minnesota.
'We've never seen fossil material quite like this" in other dinosaur
bone-piles.
Rogers, with paleontologists David Krause at tony Brook University and Kristina Curry Rogers at the Science Museum of Minnesota, reported the discovery in the journal ature.
Krause said that "once we recognized the tooth marks for what
they are, it dido't take much sleuthing to eliminate any other potential
candidates" as the diner. "None of the 'other similarly sized carnivorous species have the size, spacing and eruption patterns" in their
teeth to make such marks.

Better Outlook Expected
For AOL Time Warner
NEWSDAY
EWYORK

Cost savings and an improved subscriber mix have lifted
prospects for beaten-down AOL Time Warner, although no quick
turnaround is expeoted at its struggling America Online division, analysts say.
The media giant's stock price gained 5.3 percent, or 61 cents per
share, to close at $12.16 Monday after some key analysts turned more
positive on the company's outlook despite continued concerns.
"We believe the potential for negative earnings revisions is limited for 2003, although we continue to have concerns regarding AOL's
long-term earnings stability," Morgan tanley analysts Richard Bilotti and Mary Meeker wrote in a report upgrading their stock rating by
notch.
They predict America Online will lose about 1.5 million subscribers in the United States this year, dropping to a total of 25 million.
"We anticipate the majority of these subscriber declines to represent nonpaying and deep-discounted subscribers that produce negative profit margins,'~ Bilotti and Meeker said.
The focus on more profitable subscribers reflects a strategy long
used by Time Inc., another division of AOL Time Warner, whose former chief ex.ecutive now oversees America Online. "The imprint of
Don Logan. is clearly visible," the analysts said.
They said the planned initial public offering of stock in Time
Warner Cable or the possible sale of the company's 50-percent
stake in Court TV or Comedy Central could provide a $2-billion
cushion.
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The only truly FREE online personals
FREE webcam and microphone functionality
FREE email messaging
Upload video and or pictures profiles
Unlimited public or private chat rooms
No credit card required
Chat and see someone new in just minutes
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The tudent Emergency Medical ervices ( EM ) program
performs an invaluable ervice to the MIT community. The
Tech firmly believe that the In titute hould upport the program and grant it recent reque t
for additional funding 0 that
SEMS can continue providing its
ervice .
EM ha made a request for an additional $200,000 of
funding for a new ambulance and a heated parking pace for the
ambulance. The current ambulance is over ten years old and
will fail to meet state standards when its certification expires in
October. A failure by MIT to obtain a new ambulance for
EM would effectively sound the program's death knell.
Additionally, the current bay provided in the nuclear reactor
complex i orely inadequate. SEMS has propo ed an ambulance bay near MIT Medical. Thi site would allow SEMS to
provide fa ter ervice when emergencies occur.
It is clear that MIT's previou arrangement is unacceptable.
The private ambulance service MIT used before the inception of
SEM was extremely expensive; a single meical shutle between
MIT Medical and MGH cost an estimated $400. The generous
service of volunteers in the SEMS program significantly
reduces overhead costs while providing a level of service equivalent to that of a professional operation. Private ambulance service cost MIT about $95,000 per year; SEMS only needs funding to replenish medical supplies and maintain its equipment.

Granted, MIT needs as urance that EMS will be a lasting
program that will continue to provide return many years into the
future if the In titute i to make a ub tantial commitment to the
program. EMS ha demonstrated this long-term viability. Intere t in the EM program ha been high, and the current volunteers have proven to be extremely capable. In less than a year of
service, the current staff of 40 have shown their ability. The graduation of the third clas of 32 EMT trainees will further bolster
the staff and allow SEMS to continue towards its goal of providing around-the-clotk service. The increase in class size at SEMS'
training sessions suggests that the SEMS program will continue
to grow as long as MIT provides it with sufficient support.
SEMS has also displayed its positive impact beyond its role
in emergency response. Student EMTs that are part of the
SEMS program supplement the athletic department's trainers by
attending sporting events to provide services in case of an
injury. The creation of a broad base of students trained in emergency medical response is a worthwhile goal in and of itself.
Patients who are not breathing can become brain-dead within
six minutes. A trained EMT nearby could provide immediate
care until an ambulance arrives.
The SEMS program is the only logical choice for MIT. It
provides services equivalent to a professional ambulance service without the price tag. Many of:t\:flT's peer institutions have
successful, effective student EMS programs; with Institute support, MIT's SEMS can and will be just as successful.
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Erratum
A March 21 photo caption describing anti-war protesters misidentified a flag
one was carrying. They
were a modified American
flag, the United Nations
flag, and the Palestinian.
flag, not the Jordanian flag.
(The Jordanian flag has an
extra white star.)
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or Iraq?

War.Against Saddam
----------------

home and don't want their country occupied."
Bu h ha wanted the world to choo e
In the run-up to this war, one of the Bu h between ab olute : ''you ar either with us or
administration'
mo t common propaganda
you ar against us." learly for the e Iraqi ,
tactic was to map a large, amorphous enemy
reality i not 0 black and white. On BB
- namely, 'evil" - onto one figurehead,
radio report
you hear Iraqi opinion
all
addam Hussein. We were sold a quick,
acros
the spectrum.
orne quietly (and
clean, targeted conflict again t a brutal dictaanonymou
ly) weltor, as if it were pos ible to wage war on a come the American
person rather than an entire country.
inva ion viewing it a
ow we are being confronted with the
their only po ible
utter fallacy of that notion. We watch a
hope of getting rid of
)91)
more than 5,000 expatriate Iraqi stream
addam. Others hate
back over the borders, returning home to
addam but dete t the
defend their homeland, Most don't support
United
tates even
Saddam; many in fact, loathe him. But the
more - most in this
majority of Iraqis see our "war of liberation" . category
express
as a Western attack, on their homeland, their
doubt
about
our
motives and are skepculture, and their religion, and many, we are
tical of our long-term
now seeing, will willingly fight to defend
commitment to bringthese. Even non-Iraqis, according to a recent
ing democracy.
everreport in the Phoenix Star, are signing up to
al are afraid
of a
fight coalition forces. "With God's help, I'm
repeat of '91, when
going today," said one 30-year-ol<! painter, "I
the United
tates encouraged civilians to
am going back to erve my people and fight.
revolt against the addam, only to pull out,
I am not worried at all."
leaving them to face his wrath-and,
preNot all are so belligerent, and yet their
sumably, his infamous torture chambers.
feelings are much the same. "Of course the
That we'should expect all Iraqis to either
U.S. will win the war and all the Iraqis know
welcome us with open arms and flowers or
it," said another man, "They just won't say
with hand grenades and Kalasbnikovs speaks
that to your face. The Iraqis leaving are not
to our continued inability to appreciate them
with Saddam Hussein and they are not with
the United States either. They just want to go. as a diverse people-not just a homogeneou

Maywa Montenegro

group of olive-skinned, Arab-speaking Muslim . Americans, by and large, know so little
about thi part of the world that it is difficult
for us to ee the Iraqis as people with an
wide variety of opinions and convictions,
who live under a wide range of ocial and
economic circum tances. It is all these variables combined - and not some cookie-cutter thought pattern that inevitably shape
how individual Iraqis
view the war.
And yet, a the war
spills into a third week
and the civilian ca ualties
climb,
even
those with mixed feelings are beginning to
change their minds.
There seem to be a
growing feeling that
the war will destroy
much and will construct little, leaving
the Iraqis to bear the
brunt of it.
I was initially surprised when I heard that
so many expatriates were willingly running
back to a land about to be ransacked by the
mightiest military in history. Then I con idered the following: What would Americans
do if, say, North Korea decided to preemptively attack United States? What if Kim
long IJ - following our stellar example -

everal are afraid of a repeat
of
when the
encouraged dvilians to revolt
against Saddam) only to pull
out) leaving them tofcue his
wrath -' - and) presumably, his
irifamous torture chambers.

•

Stop Protesting,
Start Waving Flags
who cares for people, is your time on the camera and in front of police more important than
helping others?
By protesting against or even for the war
I don't seek to waste time debating
we do nothing b.ut belittle and disrespect our
whether or not we should be at war. I am writsoldiers overseas. Our attention should not
ing, instead, to make a call for people to stand
be war or no war. We are already at war. We
united behind their nation, their troops, and
should focus our attention .on those who are
their president.
putting their lives at stake to support our
War has begun, and like it or not, protestfreedom and safety. It is because of their sacing in the streets isn't going to change our
rifice and service that we are able to sleep
I nation's course. It makes no sense for us to
safely at night.
draw out the war
Protesters
who
because of disagreeresort to violence and
ment back home. Our
disrupt the lives of
reason for going to war
others
violate
the
was based upon the
spirit of dissent and
fact that Iraq failed to
embody
utter
follow U.N. Resoluhypocrisy. Walking in
tion 1441, not because
the streets peacefully
a Gallup poll showed it
is one thing, but when
was a good idea. If we
people disturb peace
went into' this war on a
by fighting or sitting
principle,
then we
in streets blocking
won't draw out of it
traffic they do nothbecause of dissent.
ing but create arbiImagine the consetrary victims of their
quences of pulling out.
grievances,
forcing the police (for whom
Do you think that by doing so, we will
their taxes pay) to arrest them. If one chaldecrease the chance of. terrorist attacks? No,
lenges the United States' actions in influencof course not. If we retreat and our nation
ing another nation's business, what right
exhibits weakness, then we will have shown
does he have to violate public peace and
that in the face of stubbofI\ evil we back
interfere with others' lives?
down. It is beyond naive to assume that by
I want to conclude with this point: I am not
pulling out of war, nations will then begin to
a supporter of violence and killing. I am a
believe the United States is a pacifist nation.
Christian who believes in the values of love
One might argue that this war will cause terand peace. But I understand that
rorists to attack our country. That may be
sometimes the costs of alternatives
true for now, but if we don't wage war,
to war are greater than those
do you think that these
of waging one. I do not
terrorists
will change
have the military intellitheir minds about Amergence, historical knowlica and not attack us in
edge, and political insight
the future? Do you think
that our President possessthat leaving Iraq alone
es, nor do I believe anynow will decrease the
one else here at MIT does.
funding of terrorists and
So we should all concede
therefore make America
that we just don't have the
safer?
clearest viewpoint
and
War is already here,
therefore may not be right
and it is the responsibiliin our. opinions.
We
ty of the citizens of this
should agree that protestcountry to support our
ing does not support our
troops, nation, and leaders.
troops. We should hear the opinion of our
Already our Senate has laid down its
troops saying that they need the support of our
partisan politics and united to draft a resolunation. I ask that our entire nation, regardless
tion of support for our troops, our nation, and
of opinion, show support to our troops in
our president. The House is following suit.
whatever way we can by bearing flags, giving
Why then are th citizens of this nation not
words of encQuragement, writing letters, or
following
our leaders? Why are people
praying. If I had to inform a mother who lost
protesting in the streets against war?
her son in this war for whom he died, it would
Let me point out that I have nothing
trouble me to tell her that it was for those
against people who disagree with war. In fact,
Americans standing in the streets yelling
I respect many of those w.ho educate themabout oil, equating Bush with Saddam.
selves and protest upon becoming wellInstead, I hope that I could say it was for all
informed. But rather than protesting war, why
Americans, whose prayers, support, and hearts
. not do something good for this.nation? Why
were with her and the rest of our troops.
not volunteer time at the Red Cross, write letAndrew T. Yue is a member of the class
ters supporting our troops, or help out at a
of 2003.
•
local homeless shelter? If you are truly one

•

decided that the United tates had altogether
too many weapons of mass destruction for
comfort and posed a potential (even probable) military threat to his country? I think I
can safely say that there are many, many
Americans out there with little liking for
George W. or his brand of politics, but I
think I can also safely say that if bombs started raining down on Boston and ew York
City, and if orth Korea began amassing
troops on the Mexican border, we would not
it back and say, "Oh, Kim's just fighting for
regime change. It's not a war against us."
When I thought of it this way, it became
easier to fathom why these Iraqis living safely in Jordan, Egypt, and elsewhere now
return en ma se to perhap the most dangerous place on Earth. It also became easier to
understand why so many Iraqis rail against
the oalition forces even while they fear and
hate Saddam Hussein. Just as we found
pride, patriotism, and solidarity amidst the
rubble of the Twin Towers, Iraqis now find
unity in the destruction wrought by a common enemy. In short, this can no more be a
war against Saddam only than the attacks of
ept. II were an assault only on Bush.
A few days ago, a BBC reporter asked a
couple of Iraqi women what they felt about
their leader and the ongoing conflict. The
younger one, after being assured that her
name would not be used, spoke softly but
forcefully, "I am anti- addam, but I wish
him all the best in defending our country."

Stop Waving Flags,
Start Protesting
Uwe Ohler

Andrew T. Yue

I do not have the military
intelligence) historical knOwledge)
or political insight
that our President possesses)
nor do I believe
anyone else at MIT does.
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Last week, The New York Times reported
on yet another unsettling new measure from
the Department
of Homeland
Security.
Unfortunately, this time it does not come with
the absurdly comical flavor of advice related
to duct tape and its potential defensive uses.
Since Gulf War II's opening day, refugees from
33 countries
seeking
asylum in the United
States
are
being
detained
on arrival.
These refugees, most of
whom
have
faced
incredibly hard times
before arriving here,
will from now on be
imprisoned until their
application
has been
approved
or not, a
process taking half a
year or longer. They are
basically
treated
as
potential
terrorists
until
proven otherwise.
Even though the Department did not want
to reveal which countries are on this list,
when that information leaked out, it was not
really surprising - it's more or less the
whole Arabic world. And it is only one of
many worrisome recent regulations: Special
registration of foreigners of specific countries and detainment of
"suspects"
without
trial and lawyer are
among
the others.
Granted, all this happens in the name of
security: for example,
three non-Sept. 11 terrorists
entered
the
country as refugees.
But there is a trade-off
between security and
mania, and between rightful prosecution and
discrimination, to say nothing of the effectiveness of these new measures. lust think a
moment - how many terrorists
legally
entered America on a student visa? That
would be the same kind of visa I have, coming from Germany.
So, what will be next? I already know quite
a few foreign students who do not feel comfort-

able in this country any more: An MIT Web
site
for
foreigners,
http://
web.mit.edu/inter/ink/rights,
tells you what to
do in case the FBI shows up for you! As a German researcher, I am not in imminent danger of
forced registration or detainment. As some
people have told me, I can indeed go back
where I come from and leave the United States
if I don't like it here: As a German, I have a
stable country to which to
return. But 1'd rather stay
here a little longer, and be
proud of this place
where I live and work.
People are afraid of
what they do not
know. And this fear is
openly exploited by the
U.S. government these
days - just think of
the "terror alert scale."
But here at MIT, you
do know better. You
study together with foreigners: 8 percent of
undergraduate
and 37
percent of graduate students come from
abroad. Everyone knows foreigners; I'm sure
many of you have some of "us" as friends. As
a foreigner, I believe this diversity is one of
MIT's greatest strengths - and, still, of the
United States in general. But if events continue to develop as they have, at some point
there won't be many foreigners left. They
will stop coming, face
detainment, or go back
home.
I wish and truly
hope it will not come
to that, and that's why
I've recently been out
on the street at rallies,
protesting the path this
country is taking: This
unnecessary
war is
only the horrible tip of
the iceberg. 0, all of
you who sit back in
resignation
now that the war has started,
please start acting before it gets even worse!
Observe with open eyes what is going on in
this country, and don't say later that you did
not know. Think of what could be next, of
what you are about to lose, and then speak up
and go to the street as well.
Uwe Ohler is a postdoctoral associate in
the Department oj Biology.

People are afraid of what they
do not know. And this fear is
openly exploited by the US.
government these days -just
think of the (terroralert scale.)
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. Have a lot to say?

Write Opinion for The Tech!
Call 3-1541 or stop by W20-483 and ask for Andrew or Ken
or e-mail letters@the-tech.mit.edu.
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ARTS
CD REVIEW

'Meteora' Good, Not Great
LinkinPark'sNewAlbum

Worth$10-ButNot$15

By Akshay Patil

mean, it' not "Yesterday" corning from the
world's premiere rock group, but it has a
melody and emotion in it which will always
have a place in music. Furthermore,
the
lyrics
are more
developed
than
those
of
most
Linkin Park tracks;
probably
since
there is no rapping
during
the song,
which avoids the
need to transition
between
lyrical
voices.
On the whole,
it's hard, but not
impossible, to find
a bad track on the
entire album, yet
the problem is that
none of the songs
have the driving
"hit"
power
of
"Crawling"
or "In
the End." The finished product is an
album that's nice to
listen to but not
something
that'll
stay in your CD
changer
(like
Hybrid Theory did).
I've been listening
to the album repeatedly for over a week now, and it hasn't
grown on me the way some albums do. Part
of Meteora 's problem is the lack of stellar
tracks; the other part is a lack of flow from
song to song. Even Reanimation had more
cohesiveness to it, despite being an album

STAFF

WRITER

Meteora
Linkin Park
Warner Brothers
inkin Park's new album Meteora is
nothing spectacular but puts the band
in firm enough standing to establish
them as a lasting force in the world of
music. Meteora picks up where Hybrid Theory, their debut album, left off - most
songs are a generic mix of melodic rapping
with some screaming! singing thrown in. It'
a format that worked well for Hybrid Theory
but now almost feels too mainstream.
The first single off of Meteora, "Somewhere I Belong," is one of the better tracks on
the album, again relying on the rap/ singing
format that di tinguished so many earlier hits.
The only difference is that while" omewhere
I Belong" is a good track with some nice
moments, it's nowhere as stellar as a lot of
the songs that graced Hybrid Theory.
That being said, the best track on the
album, "Faint," probably could hold its own
again t many of Hybrid Theory's tracks. The
chorus is solid enough, and the bridges are
outstanding. The lyrics aren't as developed
and memorable as, say "In the End," but are
strong enough to help "Faint" stand well
above the other tracks of the album.
The other track of great positive note is
"Breaking the Habit." The interesting thing
about "Breaking the Habit" is that it doesn't
really sound like Linkin Park. I mean, sure,
they added a few loops and mixed it in a
style that has come to define Linkin Park,
but other than that, the song could have originated from almost any alternative group out
there. What's nice is that the song is good. I

L

full of collaborations.
till, the tracks are
good, and occasional listening is enjoyable.
ot to say all the tracks are good. Two of
the later track,"
obody's Listening" and
"Se sion," both greatly disappointed
me.
" obody's Li telling" i a nonde cript rapdriven song that, for the most part, steals
elements from Ludacris' 'Southern Hospitality." " ession" is an instrumental
that
might be decent if it dido't sound so much
like a lot of the tracks from Reanimation,
which are significantly better mixed.

To give the band some credit, though, it's
only been a year since their last effort (the
remix album Reanimation)
and less than
three years since their debut. They haven't
had as much time to come up with material
for this album as they probably did for their

debut. The impres iv thing is that a lot of
the tracks are good. While not great, there i
certainly something good to be about with a
band whose sophomore tudio release - not
counting Reanimation ~ is this solid. At the
very least, Meteora shows that the band has.
the creative potential to continue coming up
with good music and is capable of an album
that rivals their debut in quality (a high mark
considering Hybrid Theory was the biggest
selling rock album of 2001).
One of the best things about the album is
the price and the extras.
When
released,
the
album was priced (on the
Linkin Park Web site) at
$9.99. I actually saw it in
store
for as low as
$8.99. A DVD/CD bundle was also released for
$15.99, but I don't know
if the DVD was worth
the extra
$6. Sadly,
prices have gone up since
then, so the album is no
longer a value buy, but is
still a solid buy. Besides
the music, the CD is
enhanced with extras so
when you put it in your
computer you're greeted
with a variety of options
ranging from watching
the music
video
for
"Somewhere
I Belong"
to the ability to romp
around restricted online
sites with additional
material.
So who should buy it?
Probably the people who
have already bought it,
the big fans who own the
other albums and/or heard "Somewhere
I
Belong" and were hooked. For everyone
else, if you see it for $9.99, I'd say it's
worth it. For anything more, .I'd probably
pass and wait to see of the next album is a
big one.

THEATER REVIEW

A Nearly Utopian Evening
Bright Colors, Energetic Cast, and Sparkling
VocalSolos Coverfor Squeaky Orchestra
By Pey-Hua Hwang
STAFF

WRITER

Utopia, Limited
La Sala de Puerto Rico
April 4-5 and 10-12,8 p.m.; April 6 and 13,
2p.m.
By Gilbert and Sullivan
Evan Xenakis, Stage Director
Kristin Brodie '03, Vocal Director
David Larrick, Orchestra Director
walked into Gilbert and Sullivan Players'
production of Utopia, Limited expecting a
performance similar to that of Pirates of
Penzance. I was, however, pleasantly surprised. Instead of Pirates, this show should
have been the one that sold out. It was a solid
two hours of the best musical theater I've
seen at MIT so far. With the exception of a
couple of fumbled lines easily attributable to
opening night nerves, Utopia's cast of color-

I

ful characters complemented
their equally
colorful set. Even the orchestra conductor
donned a jaunty brown tuxedo instead of the
traditional black.
I must also note, however, that Utopia's
score - although lesser known than that of
Pirates - is much more forgiving to singers
than Pirates' score. Utopia's songs are not
nearly as fast-paced and although there is a fair
share of high soprano, at least the soprano
singing combined with fast-paced wording was
minimized, thereby allowing for better diction
and better understanding
for the audience
member. Understanding the words is especially
important since so much of the show's humor
is dependent on the clever lyrics.
Utopia pokes fun at the behind-the-scenes
affairs of monarchies, the party system, the
military, English artifice, and even finance
law. I did not know that business concepts
could possibly be funny, but I found myself

DONG WANG-THE

TECH

Flanking King Paramount (David Michael Daly, center), Lord Dramaleigh (Jonathan
Weinstein G, left), Mr. Goldbury (Graham Wright G, right) and Mr. Blushlngton (Albert
ehan G, far right) assure the King that Utopia has been anglicized completely, while
making fun of him behind his back.
..

smiling at some of the more absurd lyrics. To
make a very short summary of the plot as I
gathered from watching the
show, a tropical island governed by a puppet despot
becomes reformed based on
the business model of a limited company and the traditions
(as well as some of the vices)
of England.
Though this story may
sound completely unrealistic,
it is actually the very strangeness of the concepts in this
show that make it original and
entertaining. For starters, the
running joke of the show is
that there is a Royal Exploder
who is given the responsibility
of blowing up the King and
assuming his title if word ever
gets out that the king has acted
irresponsibly or immorally.
Jennifer
Hazel, playing
Lady Sophy, an uptight idealistic governess,
was nearly
flawless in both her acting and
singing roles. Her tone was
DONG WAN
THE TECH
The Flowers of Progress are tied up by the Utopians, Who believe that the Flowers of Progress have well supported and her pitch
was far better than that of sevruined their country.

eral of.the orchestra's violins. Every scene
she was in was immediately
infused with
extra kick and it made me wonder why I hadn't seen her perform before.
On the other hand, David Michael Daly,
playing the role of King Paramount, was not
as superlaf ve as Hazel, but he had perfected
the' slightly
befuddled
yet endearing
demeanor required of his character. He also
had no problem acting and dancing in entirely silly ways with such complete lack of selfconsciousness
that one couldn't help but
empathize with his character.
Ben Hellman as Captain Fitzbattle, Brian
Bermack '95 as the conniving
wiseman
Scaphio, and Ahmed E. Ismail G as Phantis,
another conniving
wiseman,
also put in
strong performances.
My only real complaint about the production was that the orchestra could not seem to
consistently play in tune and occasionally
overpowered
or didn't quite follow the
singers.
Overall, Utopia is light-hearted fun, in a
time consumed by talk of war. It is not a perfect production, but its heart is in the right
place, its cast is clearly enjoying itself and
passes that delight to the audience, and this
production might actually leave you humming.
r

.
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chemistry which dates back to their days of
working together on econd ity Televi ion
( TV). O'Hara has this sardonic way of
looking at a person like he simply can not
believe how stupid they are, a posture he
ma tered in her gue t appearances a a neurotic If-ob e sed movie producer on HBO' Six
Feet Under. In that show she demanded her
chocolate cake be brought to her b droom so
he could eat it in a afe white place. In A
Mighty Wind, she restrains that caustic edge,
losing her elf in tead in memories of her
painful and romantic past with Eugene Levy's
Mitch.
Eugene Levy has been working with
Christopher
Guest since the mid-nineties
1996's Waiting for Guffman wa their first
film together). One get the impre sion in A
Mighty Wind that Gue t ha 10 t hi ability to
direct his writing partner, and as a result,
Levy's aggravating, self-conscious
performance i one of the disappointment
of the
film. Parker Posey, a highlight of Best of
Show, and a rea on many people pay to see
Christopher Guest films, is sadly under-used
here too often framed out of the ensemble
numbers of the Love Boat tyle band, the new
Main treet Singer . Posey plays issy Knox,
a clueless gum-snapping trailer trash cutie
almost identical to the character she played in
Waiting for Guffman. For anyone who worships Parker Posey the way I do, Gue t's failure to utilize her in a bigger role is baffling.
Redeeming the film from this poor judgement is the musical reunion of Guest, Michael

A Mighty Blast
:4 Mighty Wind 'Makes Fun of Folk Singing
By Robin Hauck

than the campy character his nsemble ca t
create , which mak u laugh again when e
r alize maybe we're not.
A Mighty Wind begin after the tragic death
of folk icon Irving
teinbloom.
Hi son
Jonathan (Bob Balaban) decid to organize a
memorial concert in hi honor, bringing
together the group his father hepherded to
legendary folk tatus. It' a difficult job rounding up the m mbers of the ' neuftet." The ew
Main treet inger (featuring John Michael
Higgin , Jane Lynch and Parker Posey), the
three geographically and emotionally catter d
members of the Folksmen (Christopher Guest,
Michael McKean and Harry
hearer), and
Mitch & Mickey (Eugene Levy and Catherine
O'Hara), the onny and Cher of the folk
world. Good thing Jonathan is very organized.
If you are familiar with Gue t' film it's
almost as much fun to compare the actors' present characters to their previous ones as it is to
see them in the new story. The barely-veiled
nervousness Bob Balaban's music teacher
Lloyd Miller revealed in Guffman evolve in
Wind to a Woody Allen-esque neuroses.
Eugene Levy and Catherine O'Hara, who
also played a couple in Best of Show, have a

A Mighty Wind
Written by hristopher Gue t and Eugene
Levy
Directed by Christopher Guest
Starring Bob Balaban, Eugene Levy, Catherine 0 'Hara, Michael McKeon, Harry Shearer, Ed Begley Jr.: Jane Lynch, Parker Posey,
Fred Willard, Christopher Guest
Rated PG-13

T

•

he master of mock is at it again, thi
time with a tale involving folk singing,
tearful reunions, unrequited love, exporn stars, and cross-dressing. Christopher Guest, writer/ director of Waiting for
Guffman and Best of Show, has created a minigenre all his own, and miraculously, Warner
Brothers and Castle Rock let him run with it. I
guess the writer/ star of This is Spinal Tap has
more clout in LA LA Land than the wannabe
mockumentary hacks, the Haxans, who created
The Blair Witch Project. Guest's cunning parodies about small-town people with big city
dreams make us laugh hard, before we realize
we're laughing because we think we're better

Page 7

McKean and Harry hearer as The Folk men.
Remember how exciting it was to ee John
Travolta resuscitate his dancing shoes in Pulp
Fiction? Well, for fans of Spinal Tap it is a
thou and time more thrilling to see David t.
Hubbins,
igel Tufnel, and Derek
malls
inging togeth r again, this time in acidwa hed jeans, shaved heads, and flannel.
Guest's film are always carefully made.
The conventions of his "mini-genre," to continue a theme, are aesthetic as well as thematic. The parodic form he designed with Spinal
Tap get refined in each subsequent film
through the writing and the camera. Anyone
who' seen a documentary knows the formal
convention he mocks, the insistence of some
non-fiction filmmakers to confuse a search for
truth with a lack of cinematic imagination.
This trademark straight-on, deadpan shot,
combined with the absence of any voice of an
interviewer or camera-person,
mimics the
frank way in which the film's characters preent them elve . With the help of editor Robert
Leighton, Guest cuts into every "interview"
after it has already started, giving the impresion th.at the character being caught on camera
has been talking about him or herself for some
time, and continues to talk after the camera
cuts away.
Guest's genius is that he has assembled a
faithful company of actors who intrinsically
understand the key Guest principle: the funniest people are the people who don't know they
are funny, and the funniest moments are the
ones that could be, might be, real.

Haveyour own idea of what ma esfor good
entertainment?
Write about it for The Tech's arts department.
emall joln@the-tech.mlt.edu

Cf.

"STOMP IS BLAZING THEATRE!
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Amusing, amazing and visually dazzling!"
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STUDE TUSH

TICKETS
ONLY $25f

~aucasian Egg
Donor Needed!

•

We are searching for an intelligent woman
18-30 years old of British, German, Dutch
or Scandinavian ancestry. With blue, green,
or hazel eyes. Preferably bldnd or light
brown hair. Must have high SAT, ACT or
I.Q. test scores. If you are interested in
heiping our dreams come true please call:

STANFORD
SUMMER SESSION 2003

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC!
1 bms~rous
·
f un.I"
•.
~~_._~_.~~--~_._-------~
..
~._----------_....
_~--_.~-~IJollu,
~

11

EIGHT-WEEK

QUARTER

* Enjoy a West Coast
Francisco
Bay Area
* FuUfiU a General
and earn
*Choose
4-0

Stanford
from

more

Compensation

up to

$15,000

-

SHORT-TERM

INSTITUTES

study with Stanford
scholars

summer

in the San

* Engage in intensive
faculty and visiting

Education

requirement

*Three-week

Sum.m.er

in Fiction

and Poetry

credit
than

200

courses

in

*Six-wee.k

departments

24

For more information,

THROUGH

AUGUST

Writers'

International

with CISAC
..JUNE

(800) 886-9373 ext. 978

IISTOMP MAK~S

.

Security

, ••

1

-Robert Nest;, Boston Herald

Workshop

institute

experts

16, 2003

contact:

STANFORD SUMME;R SESSION
BUILDING 590, ROOM 103
STANFORD. CA 94305-3005
PHONE 650.723.3109
EMAIL:
WEB:

Wearing what your
parents wore in 1967?

summersession@stanford.edu
sununersession.stanford.
edu

Scary.

Paying less than your parents paid
for a student loan in 1967?

fiIVI.

Leaving college with heavy student loan debt can be a drag. So why not take advantage of the lowest
interest rates in the history of the student loan program by consolidating your loans.
The Connecticut Student Loan Foundation .offers First ~ate Consolidation Loans with some far-out benefits.
.. Lower your intere~t rate by up to 1.25%*

.. Reduce your monthly payment by up to 50%

.. Lock in a low-fixed interest rate for the
life of your loan

.. Simplify your repayment to a single source

For more information, contact the Connecticut Student Loan Foundation
at 1-800-901-1480 or visit www.cslf.com to download an application today.

.&11111

Love beads and headbands are already out of style,
and soon these rates could be too.

• A 1% interest roue reduction i valid through December 31, 2003. An additional 0.25% imerest
rate reduction is available to borrowers who have payments automatically deducted from a
checking or savings accoum as long as the automatic debit payment option remains arove.

Connecticut

Student Loan Foundation

525 Brook Street, P.O. Box 1009
Rocky Hill, cr 06067
1-800-901-1480

www.csl£com

he
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CHILL,
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YOU'RE NOT FROM T~IS
DEPARTMENT? BUT ...
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FOOD ... WELL ... UM...
WRON&?

PILED ~16~ER AND
DEEPER
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by Bill Amend
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1 coULDN'T
EVEN
TELL YoU THE
~TOMIC MASS
........._OF
VA ~DIUM
RIGHT NoW.

YoU'D THINk
SYMP~THY
WOULDN'T
8E SUCH ~ HARD
THING FoR PEOPLE.

@

CAROL, THIS IS OUR
NEW GUY , HARRY
MIDDLEPART,

r=

~-8UTTON!
8-SUTToN!

UP ~Rflow!
8-8UTTON!
DoWN ARRow!
8-SUTTON!

NOW QUICk!

L1! In!
L1! In!

IT'S A W~fl,
NoT A
VIDEo GAME,

SON.

by Scott Adams
I DON'T APPROVE
Of YOUR HAIRSTYLE. I fOR BID
YOU TO BE NEAR
MY WORKSPACE.

\

\
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SHE'S
NOT
GOOD
PEOPLE.

1l\E SEVENTIES
CALLED. THE.Y

WANT THEIR
HAIR BI\CK!!
\1

oH,
YEAH.

I

DOGBER. T THE HEADHUNTER.

~

t-----------ti

1

WE'LL NEED TO REWORD
THE CEO SECTION Of
YOUR RESUME,

...
...
,
Q,

c:

.2

:a

~

ACROSS
1 Gluttons'
5 Priestly
vestment
10 Makes a choice
14 Distinctive flair
15 "Uncle Vanya"
character
16 Stagehand
17 Boxer
Benvenuti
-~8
I~
19 British Open
winner Tony
20 So-so to a soda
jerk?
23 Plus feature
24'Native of: sulf.
25 Upper limit
28 So-so at the
lumberyard?
33 Tummy muscles
36. Hawkeye State
37 Michelangelo
piece
38 Theater
backdrops
40 Birthplace of
Apollo
43 In a 'short time
. 44 Brand of breath
mints
46 Poet Teasdale
48 Blast letters
49 So-so in
statistics class?
53 StY
54 Jackie's second
55 Nautical call
59 So-so to a
botanist?
64 Actress Moore
66 Broadcasting

67
68
69
70
71
72
73

sign
Field yield
Holy smoke!
Not yet firm
Spare part?
Nary a one
Dilapidated
Spots

DOWN
1 Salon coloring
v2 .Hodgepodg.~
3 Criminal bands
4 Sound sleeper?
5 Greek salad
requirement
6 Plenty
7 Fish catchers
8 Kind of wonder?
9 Broadway Joe

10 Gaze wantonly
at
11 Foreseeing
12 Actor Curry
13 Mineral springs
21 Pin box
22 Don't throw out
26 City near St.
Louis
27 Factory
29 Doze briefly
3QH8v.e deb
31 Untrue
32 Actress Farrow
33 Songwriters'
grp.
34 Bathysphere
explorer
35 Atlas, e.g.
39 R-V hookup

41
42
45
47
50
. 51

Bladed pole
Spanish Mrs ..
Bill topper
Culture base
Love in London
Capital on the
Danube
52 Ousts
56 Lofty abode
57 Main Street
structure
58 Use. keyboard
60 _-de-camp
61 Editorial
c;artoonlst of old
.62_Cong
63 CUlturally showy
64 Thieves'
han90ut
65 sense of self

j

I

fOR EXAMPLE, THERE'S
NEVER A RIGHT TIME
TO USE THE WORD
"PLUNDERED ..

~ AND INSTEAD OF
"SUCKERS IGNORED
OUR PIE RATIO,' SAY
YOU "ENHANCED STOCKHOLDER
VALUE:

ChessMate
Composed by Elina Groberman

Difficulty Level 1
White to Move and Checkmate In Two

A

.8

c

o

E

F

G

H

Comments? E-mail chessmate@the-tech.mit.edu
Solutions on page 11

Tired of reading dumb MIT ·okes?

hen draw co ics
for The ech!
join@ he- ec .mi .ed
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Events

Calendar

Tech makes
es, including,
Contact

appears
but not

information

Tuesday,
9:30

a.m •• 12:00

terone

p.m. - Hormones

and Others?

regarding

Health Initiative

A distinguished

tor of Men's
tures,

Health

Boston,

will discuss

attendees

specialists,

their own better-informed

Bldg E51. Sponsor.

Admissions

Office Information

(10-100).

Session

Session

with tall pillars).

Information

which begins in Lobby 7 (main entrance
reservations.

corridor

Session

lobby) Groups

free. Room: Admissions

utes long and provide

a general

over 15 people

the conclusion

need to make special

of the Admissions

Lobby 7 (Main Entrance
(Main

Entrance

1.1:55

a.m. - 1:00

Informations

Sponsor:

& Principal

MIT Venture

Dibner

Lunchtime

Room.

Sponsor:

Room,
2:30

Laboratory

26414.

Sponsor:

3:00
4:00

transient

of Athletics,

and 40 Gb/s

Math-

Lobby at 77 Mass&

p.m. - MTl

Physical

Briggs Reid. Sponsor:

College.

6:00

Education

Sponsor:

6:30

Engineering

& Environmental

Seminar

Series.

Intelligent

Sponsor:

Series.

Sponsor:

"Scaling

Gas Turbine

p.m. - Essay Writing

is geared

to assist

Optoelectronics

and other health

for 10

free. Room:

Mission

in National

cations

Center,

Airspace.

E51-o95.

Sponsor:

systems.

mission

including

Center for

imagery

collection

Refreshments

Herwitz

This
for

free. Room: 3442.

Spo~

to investigate

vehicles

details

science

p.m. - Architecture

Lecture

required.

Room 33-.116.

and commer-

by James Young,

Amherst.

7:00

p.m. - MIT Western

activities.
Westem
7:00

Rm 1(}250.
Hemisphere

Project:

the year to discuss

p.m. -10:00

Sports

things,

of Massachu-

p.m. - March

Madness

free. Room: Zesiger

and Fitness

"Z"

We hold informal

Sports

and Rtness

Center.

Sponsor:

p.m. - 1.1:00

Sponsor:

Zesiger

p.m •• 10:30

and Criticism

of Architecture

Pub located

Graduate
7:00

Student

7:00

Council,

p.m. - 9:00

MIT $50K

p.m. - Mil

subtitles).

Movie

Founder's

Workshop.

SoP. Various intemational

provided.

Monday

Toxic
-

legacy

Bhopal:

3. Presentation

-

Campus

EH20.

Sponsor:

Ear Pub is located

- Thursday:

p.m. - 10:00

Live Music:

Sherwood,

We

of Ashdown

Room:

Lobby 13. Sponsor:

10:00

a.m. - Admissions
Building

achusetts

MIT students

10, Room 10-100.

free. Room:

Male

p.m. - 1:30

Lounge

mother,

of women

(we'll

all skill levels welcome.

p.m. - 10:00

Beyond

$3; no~students

$5.

Reception

Sponsor:

Umlt:

Imag-

Electronics

Semi-

Optics.
resource

Since seating

free. Room: Emma Rogers

lounge for lesbian,

offers a place to hang

of Women Across Cultures

is limited,

daughter

five male panelists

50-

II: From a

or niece. These

will discuss.

from a male perspective,

China, the Afric~American

Join us
in four ge~

community,

India,

please call or email to reserve your place.

Room, 10-340.

Sponsor:

Movie

Night.

MIT Women's

League.

Spo~

Series • (nanoweb.mit.edu).

seminar

Scale antennas.

at 4:30

Ce~

Con-

free. Room: Building

pm). Sponsor.

Nanostructures

1,

Laboru

EnvIsIoning Science.

show of many of Felice's

Scientist

fantastic

effectively

Felice Frankel.

and beautiful
technology

Come

images,

in your own scientific

new educational

Active Leaming
Engineering

Please join us for a tour of the fine

of MIT Research

and

communi-

available

in the

[TEAL] Room .• Felice Frankel is a Research

and Computer

Science

at MIT. Envisioning

free. Room: 26-152

Science

TEAL Room. Sponsor:

The MIT Press Bookstore,

p.m. - "From

gram,

Haitian

Students

Fund.
6:00 p.m •• 7:00

free. Room: Rm 4-163.

Alliance,

Plan for scientists

need it and what is it used for? Practical

do's and don'ts

of obtaining

ma, Jr.is a Managing
and technology

funding

and running

Director

of Main Street

commercialization

6:00

p.m. - 8:00
space

flight

what could
And this

be considered

Society,

many other

topics

Mars

Society.

7:00

p.m. - 9:00

Room: 4-144.

p.m. - 8:30

8:00

p.m. -

8:00

utopia,

Players,

on Thursday
and former

1-135.

first

celeof space

with

a talk

president

of

After the talk

Mars exploration,

Room:

and

Sponsor:

MIT

in Indian Folk-lore. free.

Sangam.

South Asian Center.

Meditation

and Discussion

Sponsor:

Buddhist

on

Associ&

at MIT.
Week

at $-P. Various

. Mi

b

I

Harfliclt

$10;

intemational

movie.s (with

April 10 -1947
Graduate

Sponsor:

$8 MIT community,

Earth [INDIA].

Student

and Bock directed

Room: Kresge UttJe Theater.

p.m. - IAlM-

Council,

Sid-

by Michael Puel-

Dramashop.

seniors,

other students

Room: Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor:

Gilbert

w/ID,
and

FIlm seminar.

provided.

Screening

free. Room: 4-237.

of a movie followed
Sponsor:

by a

Intemational

Rim

Coffee Hour. Food and drink - an Ashdown tradition.

free.

•
p.m. -

Sponsor:

p.m. - Movie
Sponsor:

p.m. - Campus

House.

Movie and food - fr~

newcomers
contact

up for midnight

antics,

a disc?

Campus

a disc! Don't hesi-

- We meet every Thursday

Daniel Turek, macgyver@mit.edu.
Sponsor:

Do you enjoy friendly

then come on out! Meet outside

and don't forget to-bring

are always welcomed

steps.

for all!!. free. Room:

House.

Disc Golf. Do you like tossing

Or if you're just

Center

Ashdown

Night.

Ashdown

Center on the front steps,

night. Questions,

Council,

Sponsor:

Room (Wl).

p.m. -1.1:59

tate to come,

Society,
free.

Thursday

Refreshments

Big TV Room (Wl).
1.1:59

pizza!.

provided.

w/ID.

Society

MIT.

p.m. - 10:00

competition?

program

Room, Sidney-Pacific.

Umlted.

Sponsor:

date in the history

free. Room: MIT Chapel.

Movie

$6 MIT students

development

4-370.

of the MIT Mars Society.

Student

Refreshments

$8, $6 students.

Gravity

the Mars

good

Community

p.m. - International

your
G. Hadzi-

April 12, 1961:

will start

Meditation and Discussion.

Bodhicaryavtara.

lette.

important

Our events

about

some

Graduate

p.m. -

tion at MIT, Buddhist

LLC, a venture
MIT Building

Panchatantra Class. Classes

p.m. -

Sponsor:

Shantideva's

the most

the history

to talk

around

a Business

Joseph

Every year, the MIT Mars

of the Mars

about

business.

Partners

An

Club.

by Yuri Gagarin.

president

in preparing

of the MIT Mars Society.

- History

year is no exception!

by Paul Wooster,

a successful

ProKelly

What is it, why do I

Plan which will improve

firm. free. Room:

Business

p.m.

Studies
Funding,

and EngIneers.

and engineers.

Plan. Things to keep in mind in writing a Business
chances

Women's
Relations

Plans for Scientists

p.m. - BasIc of Business

to the Business

Sponsor:

CCRR, FL+L, Community

at mid-

bring your own disc!.

Disc Golf. -

MIT

Emile Bustani Middle East
Seminar

of a

Come see a
baseSponsor:

Association.

No partner

free. Room: Student

Presents

Sponsor:

Lounge.

Community

Dancing.

p.m. - Opening

required.

Dr. EBERHARD KIENLE
La Maison Mediteraneenne des Sciences de I'Homme

Universite d'Aix-Marseilie

Center 2nd floor. Spo~

Receptlon-Family:

and photographer
for news reporting.

and author

who was awarded
He is a freelance

of more than a dozen books

medicine.

In addition

and teaches

Studies,

it on view through

relating

to being a lecturer

a course

to health

in the Program

Colen is a documentary

on Documentary

May 10, 2003.

Scene,

by B.D. Colen, an estab-

lished writer, joumalist

the
writer

and

in Writing

photographer

Photography

at MIT. Exhib-

free. Room: Sidney-Pacific

(70 Pacific St). Sponsor:

Sidney-Pacific

Grad-

Graduate

Tuesday, April 8,2003
4:30 p.m.

Residence.

10:00

a.m. - Admissions
Reception

April 10

E51-095

5essIon. free. Room:

Information

Center,

Building

10, Room l(}loo.

Spo~

sor: Information
Center. .
10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. free. Room: Lobby 7 (Main Entrance
Lobby at 77 Massachusetts
12:00

p.m .• 1:00

The workshop

its open hours. free. Room:

sister or cousin,

and differences,

from Colombia,

Screening

Basement

Pulitzer Prize in 1984

Admissions
Lobby at 77 Mass-

the Diffraction

as a part of MIT

TItle TBA. free. Room: 1(}250.

by Nanometer

beginning

Research

Association,

It.

Wing

Black & white photographs

uate Residence

Center.

of the community

that our

lots of

and eat pizza in the Westgate

Council, Westgate

welcome.

full-time

positions.

and discuss

p.m.

Ave). Sponsor.

-last Minute

is geared to those

Information

Center.

Job Searcl;'l Techniques.

students

next steps in the job search.
of Workshops.

Please register

for work-

free. Sponsor.

1:00

p.m. - 2:00

p.m. - Weight

Lounge-Room

8-219.

1:00
306.

p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Rainbow
Sponsor: Ibgt@MIT.

2:00

p.m. -

sions

Admissions

Reception

Center,

Workl.

free. Room:

Weight Watchers.

Lounge Open. free. Room: 50•

Information
Building

at

Watchers
Sponsor:

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Career Services

Office.
Women's

70 Memorial Drive
Cambridge

who are still looking for

We will review indepth job search strategies

shop at http://web.mit.edu/career/www/workshops.htmland
select Calendar

Grandmother,

p.m. - Westgate

Thursday,

Information

library during

What will be there

for Robin.

Open. MIl's

members

and a lending

is

Pub.

Charles

free. Room: 4-237.

p.m. - Swing

and Humanistic

fields. EECS/RLE - Optics & Quantum

the similarities

of women

and England.

9

Center.

p.m. - Four Generations

are the four generations
as we examine

8:30

Fowler.

Dance with a partner

taught;

Beginners

Yet Unseen.

Ibgt@MIT.

Perspective.

erations

in

Corpo-

the courtyard.

free. Room: Admissions

Grier Room B, 34-401B.

gay, and transgendered

Sponsor:

for Justice
Against

Theme

and sodas,

Film seminar.

free. Room: Westgate

Student

6:00

Room: Student

Rim Club.

p.m. -11:30

Operations

The Technology and Culture Forum at MIT.
the margin or from the center: French caribbean women writing
between memory and hope." French Caribbean women writing between memory and
authors@mit,
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for
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is published
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Akamai Refusing Al Jazeera Fredkin Seeks Help
.Technolngy Lice1l3ed By MIT 'With Programming
Akamal, from Page 1

the policy.

ment on whether Akamai had actually signed a contract or was merely
in di cussions with the network, but
several major news outlets have
reported
that the company did
indeed have a contract. It is unclear
whether AI Jazeera has any grounds
for seeking damages at this time.
"Akamai worked briefly this
week with AI Jazeera to understand
the issues they are having distributing their Web sites.» the tatement
said. "We ultimately decided' not to
continue a customer relationship
with Al Jazeera. and we are not
going to be providing them our services.»
Young said that Akamai has an
acceptable use policy that applies
to all potential
customers.
but
declined to comment on anything
specific to Al Jazeera. The policy.
available on Akamai's Web site.
states that "Akamai
takes no
responsibility for any content created. accessibl~ or delivered on or
through the Akamai Network and
Services. Akamai does not monitor
or exercise any editorial control
over such content.»
Material
deemed unacceptable includes anything that is "illegal.
indecent.
obscene. pornographic. defamatory,
libelous, or inconsistent with the
generally accepted practices of the
Internet community.» according to

MITh

enter. Leighton did not return an email me age eeking comment.

no

The company's content delivery
technology has been licensed by the
MIT Technology Licensing Office
ince it was d eloped on campus in
the mid-1990s
by Profes or of
Applied Mathematics F. Thomson
Leighton PhD •81 and th n-graduate
student Daniel M. Lewin M '98.
TLO Counsel and Technology
Licensing Officer Karen K. Rivard
said that neither MIT nor the TLO
was consulted in making the deci ion.
"That's absolutely appropriate.»
Rivard said. 'We don't have any
direct say in how our companie do
business or who they license to.»
She said the only requirement
placed on companies using MITdeveloped
technologies
was a
requirement by the government that
in an exclusive license agreement
for a patent. products sold in the
U.S. must be "substantially manufactured» domestically.
Akamaj. located in Cambridge.
was founded in 1995 by Leighton
and Lewin. and was taken public in
1999 with a skyrocketing initial public offering. Leighton continues to
serve as the company's chief scientist. Lewin. a former member of the
Laboratory for Computer Science.
was among those killed onboard
American Airlines Flight 11 in the
Sept. 11 attacks on the World Trade

Jazeera fae
ri of tb e
As of pre s time. AI Jazeera was
operating what it called a "temporary
ite»
at
<http://english.aljazeera.net>.
Tucker told reporters that without
Akamai' s network of servers. the
site would be more susceptible to
hackers.
"It doe n't derail us.» she said.
"We can with tand the hacking up
to a point. but if they focus it all on
one server it would put a lot of pressure on that server.»
'We hope that won't be the
case." she added. 'We're working
on it all the time.»
Tucker
called
the hacking
attempts "pathetic» saying. "it' a
narrow. prd-censorship
attempt to
silence a news ite: she said.
The Doha. Qatar-based network
has come under fire from U.S. government officials for broadcasting
images of dead and captured American soldiers in Iraq. Following the
incident.
the
ew York Stock
Exchange barred Al Jazeera correspondents from its trading floor. Al
Jazeera has also had run-in with
Iraqi officials, including one correspondent who was expelled from
Baghdad on April 2 and another
who was barred from reporting
there.

SARS, from Page 1

aid. 'The ideal is to make a system that model the behavior of
thi epidemic so one can tryout
with this sy tern different policies
and get an idea of what the effect is
like.»
The spreadsheet Fredkin is making has one column for each day. in
which he will record data such as
the number of people infected with
the disease and the number of
death . Eventually, Fredkin said. it
will al 0 include all schedule airline
flights to an area where there are
infected people.
, Computers have memory large
enough now that it's easy to model
behavior of people and how they
might communicate the disease to
others.» Fredkin said.
olunteer needed to program
Fredkin held a meeting last week
at the Media Lab to inform others of
his plans and to gather support for
his efforts. Though he received
encouragement
from those who
attended. Fr dkin ays that he is
currently working on the project

alone and is seeking volunteers to
help him.
"Anyone
who can program,
especially
with experience
in
(Microsoft] Excel.» can help, Fredkin said.
In an e-mail informing people
about the meeting at the media lab
last week. Fredkin said that the
results of his initial model "are such
as to provide a lot of motivation for
a number of good people to put
other things on hold and pay attention to this issue.»
There are no experts in this
kind of thing. It is a problem and
this community may be uniquely
able to have a profound and effective positive influence on the eventual outcome,» the e-mail said.
Fredkin said that he was motivated by the urgency of the situation
and felt that his own problem-solving abilities and those of the MIT
community had the potential to have
a positive effect.
"A lot of good can be done. We
don't need any money, we don't
need any equipment, we just need
the help of the kind of people who
are here at MIT," he aid.
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Solution to Crossword

FELICE
FRANKEL

ENVISION ING SCI E.NCE
The Design and Craft
of the S'cience linage
. Math Literacy Program
Coordinator to supervise,
team leaders and
develop programs for
underserv!!d youth.
Salary OPE. Benefits include health
insurance and paid vacation.
For job anne. call London Hardy @
The Young Peoples' Project,

617-354-8991.

Earth Share
by The Tech
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It's not just
your major

Adds New
Provider
Upgrades, from Page 1

Great Faculty

Political Sci

MlTnet

It's your life!

Thursday; April 10
3:00 - 5:00 pm
E53-368

Do something you
love

For more information
contact Tobie Weiner
253-3649,
.
iguanatw@mit.edu

Undergraduate AlJlJreciation
Weel<
***************************************************

Monday:

Free sodas at MIT dil'ling.
and raffles at each major dining facili~y
.'

RJ-45 ports, one for telephone serVice, two for MITnet service and
one for future usage.
Half of the funding for the
upgrades is being provided by the
budget for reno ations Irom the
Residential Life Office. The other
half will be provided by the I budget for network upgrades. Roughly
$900,000 of funding for the project
will come ftom Residential Life,
Benedict said.
The renovations were first discussed after residents of East Campus and Next House filed complaints about frequent interruptions
in network service.
Senior Hou e, Baker House, and
Simmons Hall have new or recently
renovated
systems and will not
receive upgrades soon, Benedict
said.
Benedict added that the remaining dormitories
may receive
upgrades
in the coming years,
depending on funding.

MITnet adds Cogent connection
MITnet's
previous
Internet
provider, Genuity, Inc. filed 'for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy in November
2002 and was acquired by Level 3
Communications shortly after.
Information Systems responded
to this change by adding a connection from Cogent Communications,
which wilJ give MIT an extra gigabit per second of bandwidth to the
Internet.
"The pricing was really phenomenal," said Network Manager Jeffrey I. Schiller of IS. Schiller added
that MIT does not pay a monthly
connection fee to Cogent.
Under this new management,
Information
Systems
expects
changes to the old Genuity service.
However, these changes will probably not be apparent to MITnet users.
"Usually when we add these
things, there areJI't glitches and no
one notices," Schiller said .

'

Tuesday: replacement II:?cards
Wednesday: CopyTech
Thursday: Alpine Bagel (~5 dollar gift
certificates) .

Friday:

Arrow Street Crepes (gift
certificates)

****************************************************

Co~e f>v Lof>f>v 1 0 a nvti~e fro ~ 1 0
• 1 to pic(c' the~ up. W~ wi(( f>e
patting out 100+ .tickett each hour
to if vou don't get ;, ticket at one
ti~e co~e f>ack the next ho.ur.

We Have
Computers.
louare
Probably

Course 6
Join the Tech
join@the-tech.mit.edu

.
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Undergrads Show Benedict
Daytime SafeRide Support
SafeRlde, from Page 1

Proposed Daytime
SafeRide Stops

donated by the G C had been pent
on improving the current SafeRide
program.
W. Sanith Wijesingbe, pre ident
of the GSC, said he supported the
implementation
of a daytime
SafeRide service, but that he also
hoped SafeRide would expand area
coverage.

Page 13

Big Screw Results so Far .
Donations as of Monday

Candidate

Dean for Undergraduate
Education Robert P. Redwine
Professor David J. Utster (8.02 TEAL)
Associate Dean
Julie B. Norman (Orientation Schedule)
Dr. Tony Eng (6.001)
Professor John V. Guttag (6.170)
Professor George C. Verghese (6.011)
Associate Dean Robert M. Randolf
Write-ins

$27.65
$10.61
$10.58
$2.47
$1.46
$1.00
$0.70
$1.25

$55.72

Total

SafeRide originally for safety
"When SafeRide was created, it
was created simply for safety,"
Immerman said.
Before SafeRide was established, the MIT Police gave escorts
upon request. Immerman said at the
time (about 10 years ago), they gave
about 6,000 rides per year.
SafeRide was originally run by
the police department,
but as it
grew, the Department of Parking
and Transportation was created to
deal with it, Immerman said.
He said SafeRide currently gives
about 200,000 rides annually.
The MIT Police still escort people home on request.
Immerman said that the proposed daytime SafeRide service
would be more convenience-oriented than safety-oriented.
Undergrads push for day service
While Benedict, the dean for stude'nt life, was responsible for daytime. SafeRide plan in its current
form, several undergraduates have

Above are the standings so far in the annual Institute Screw
contest, which began yesterday. The competition is sponsored
every year by Alpha Phi Omega to collect money for charity. Voting will continue in Lobby 10 until Friday.
SOURCE: ALPHA PHI OMEGA

advocated similar plans recently.
Deora said a group of four MIT
students came up with a daytime
SafeRide plan for a class and later
submitted it to Benedict's office.
While their plan is not the one currently on the table, Deora said
Benedict made use of the facts these
students had gathered.
Undergraduate Association President-elect Pius A. Uzamere '04 and
David B. Gottlieb '04, who ran
against him, both said publicly that
they had created proposals for day-

time service and submitted their
proposals to Benedict.
Rogers said former Interfraternity Council President Amado G.
Dehoyos '04 had also advocated a
daytime shuttle service to the
administration.
Folkert said that while extending
SafeRide coverage was a concern of
the GSC, it had not been a focus of
the Council's efforts recently.
Deora said the plan is being
finalized and that it is expected to be
imple!TIented starting in November.

News. Photography
Features. Arts. Opinion
Comics. Sports. Science

•

ema e
m
look good.
<join@the-tech.mit.edu>

-------------------,
PRITCHETT TRADITIONS
1/4 lb. Hamburger
1/4 lb. Cheeseburger

The Robert A. Muh Alumni Award
in'the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
presented to

.3.50
3.75
.4.95
.3.95
.4.25
.4.95

Double Club Cheeseburger
Vegetarian Burger
Grilled Chicken Breast..
Grilled Chicken C1ub
(all sandwiches come with your choice of fries
or a side garden salad)
.

I
I
I
I
I

,

I
I
I
I
I

SIDES FRIED

Spicy Curly Fries
Onion Rings
Jalapeno Poppers

1.25
1.50
.3 .50

AND THEN SOME

Dr. George P. Shultz
Ph.D. 1949', MIT .Department of Economics
Former U.S. Secretary of State
D~..Shultz will deliver a talk entitled
/'

"Reflections"
Wednesday, April 9, 2003.
5:00 PM .
MIT Building E15
Bartos Theater
20 Ames Street
Cambridge

Texas Cheese
Cheese Quesadilla
Chicken Quesadilla
FARMHOUSE

BASKETS

2. 9 5
.3.95
.4.95
(with fries)

Chicken Tender (4)
Buffalo Chicken Wings (12)
Wing Dings (12)

.4.95
5.25
4.95

FROM THE GARDEN

Traditional Caesar Salad
Chicken Caesar Salad
Garden Dinner Salad
Garden Side Salad

.3.95
.4.95
.3 .50
1.25

SUBSTANCE

Chicken Parmesan Sub
Meatball Hoagie
Grilled Vegetarian Pocket

4.95
.4.95
.4.75

PASTA

Traditional Spaghetti & Meatballs
Spaghetti Marinara
Baked Ziti
Chicken Parmesan & Ziti
(Pasta Dishes include a side salad)

.4.95
.4.25
4.25
5.95

Pritchett Grill and Convenience-

OPEN TO THE.PUBLIC
Co-Hosted by the MIT School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
and the MIT Department of Economics
.

Building 50 - Walker Memorial Hall
Second Floor, 617 532-2410

Open:
Pritchett Convenience Store
Monday - Friday 6:00pm - 1:OOam
Saturday & Sunday 11 :OOam- 11 :OOpm

Pritchett Grin

http://web.mit.edu/shass
http://econ-www.mit.edu

Monday - Friday 6:00pm - 11:OOpm
Saturday & Sunday 11 :OOam- 11:OOpm

--------------~--~~~
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M IT FACILITIES
Department

Back by popular demand ...

of

CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION

UPDATE

Simmons Hall
Work on the exterior of the building will take place over the next three weeks.
The contractor will place cones on the sidewalk to lead pedestrians through
the work area safely.

Vassar St. Utilities

A
WALKER DINING-

•

Building 50

A large hole on Main Street next to the railroad tracks is in the process of
being filled. Pedestrians will be diverted around the work for approximately
one week. Vassar Street is now one-way until June. All traffic traveling east
on Vassar St. must turn left at Mass. Ave. and right on Albany St. to get to
Main St.

Vassar Streetscape
Pedestrian traffic has been moved next to Building 38 to allow for construction
of new sidewalks near Vassar Street. Work is underway on the north side of
the street. Traffic will continue to flow one-way westbound along the southern
side of the street. All major crosswalks and driveways are accessible; crosswalks
will occasionally shift as work progresses.

Brain and cognitive sciences project

Lunch Daily

Removal of an abandoned steam pile from the Vassar Street sidewalk will
begin soon and continue through the end of April. Interior demolition of
Building 45 continues. Demolition of the exterior shell will take place in
mid-April.

E19 Renovations
The project is on schedule and nearing completion.
Commissioning is
scheduled for the week of April 21. 5th floor occupancy is scheduled for April
28. The 3rd floor was completed on February 14.

MDC Memorial Drive Rehabilitation Project

by the Kelly-Douglas Fund

World- Traveling I Essay-Writing
Juniors
I Undergraduates
desiring
$1000-$1500grants
$800 awards

The MDC has permanently removed parking spaces from eastbound
Memorial Drive west of Mass. Ave. Additional parking east of Mass. Ave. will
be eliminated in the coming weeks.
Parking being eliminated will be
posted 48 hours prior to the start of work. Cars that are not removed will be
towed by the MDC.
For Information on lAirs building program, see http://web.mlt.edulevolvlng
This Information provided by the ",rr Department of Facilities.

Submit your application or essay before or on
April 16 at 5 p.m. to 4-246 (Music & Theater Arts)
For further information,

see http://web.mit.edu/mta/www/

music/resources/kelly traveling or kellyprize.html

$258
EURAIL PASSES Prom $249
HIP HOTELS Prom
$18
LONDON

Por

(domestic and international)

SE

Election

OR

*

eHplore north america
USA.

CANADA.

backpacking,

cruises, tours

HAWAII
and more

Fare is round trip from Boston. Subject to change and availability. Tax
not included. Rest,ictions and blackouts apply.

2003

Give Back. Celebrate. Get Involved.

Your classmates want
YOU
to be an alumni class officer!

pick up your complimentary, premiere issue oP
magazine at your local sta travel branch.

ISle
onlinE

BTRAVELI

www.statravel.com
»

on

THE PHonE

»

on

(AmpUl

»

on

THE ITREET

Offices open for election:
President

Secretary

Vice President

Treasurer

If you are interested in staying involved, but not in an elected position,
we are seeking volunteers to serve as class agent,
e-mail list editor, webmaster and members at large.

Deadline for nominations is

noon on Thursday, April 10
For complete job descriptions
or to nominate yourself or a classmate, visit

http://web.mit.edu/seniorelect/

Consider Summer Study
atTUFTS
University.
Three Sessions
ay 21-June 27
July l-August 8
May 21-August 8
http://ase.tufts.edu/summer

Online elections will be h~ld May 1-15.
Sponsored by the MIT Alumni .Association.

• Injuries Set Some Teams Back MIT Ice Dancers Win
pri18,2003

SPORTS

NHL, from Page 16

acqui ition of hri 0 good in goal.
Vancouver'
potent offen e will
ha
to find greater depth than their
first line in order to beat thi team.
Prediction: Blue in 5.

goal in 12 game in hi tenur in
Anaheim.
With fellow veteran
Adam Oate , the Duck will give
the Wing a run for their mon y.
Prediction: Detroit in 5. (Though
it breaks my heart. I'm with th
Ducks in pmt.

and drawn out this year - in fact
not a ingle matchup was decided
until Sunday afternoon.
ix team
changed position during that day's
matchup . My picks follow:
Dallas Stars (1) vs. Edmonton Oilers (8)
God must have it in for the
Edmonton Oilers, perennial losers
to the Dallas Stars in their last several playoff appearances. However,
the Stars have floundered of late,
even with star goaltender Marty
Turco, who set a new record for
goals against average for a season
with a shutout against Nashville on
Sunday. Bill Guerin, the Stars' main
sniper, remains injured until late
into this series at best.
Edmonton doesn't seem to notice
they traded their top scorer and
defenseman at the deadline. However, they are the yoUngest team in the
league; I would give the Oilers the
edge if this series goes long. Just
because they're playing without
marquee skaters doesn '.t mean they
aren't a force to be reckoned with.
Prediction:
Dallas in 5 (or,
Edmonton in 7).

o doubt many of you will disagree with my picks; however, luck
is an enormou part of playoff succe . Older team might tend to
low down a the playoff: drag on;
however, they'll still be getting
more rest than in the regular season.
This playoff season, like tho e in
recent memory, will be nervous and
exciting.

Colorado. Avalanche (3) vs. Minnesota Wild (6)
In only their third year, the Wild
have taken many by surprise.
taffed with no big-nam
talent,
legendary coach Jacques Lemaire
has managed to propel this team
into the playoffs for the first time.
Lemaire has the luxury of tuning hi
goal tending to the situation, choosing between Dwayne Roloson and
Manny Fernandez,
which could
make things intere ted compared to
all-time wins leader Patrick Roy.
The immense scoring line of
Peter Forsberg, Milan Hejduk and
Alex Tanguay, however,
could
prove too much for the Wild.
Lemaire's efforts will no doubt be
aimed to shutting them down.
Prediction: Call me crazy, but
my gut's with the Wild in 7.

•
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Lobdell Food

Suncld\

""lILllcI,l\

Flld,l\

. Buildin 'W20(Stratton Student Genter) 2nd Floor, 81 Mass. Ave
11am-3pm
11am-2pm

walker Dini 'Hall- NEW Dining Stations
Buildin 50,
CoNl'lNENW. BRUlCfI\ST

& Salad Bar
Iker Memorial)" 142 Memorial Drive - 1st Floor

CONTINENTAL

I

•

•I

ourt - NEW Dining Stations

Figure Skating, from Page 16
phine Dean G, Kristin Jonker '03,
and Adriana Tajonar '06 placed second against Boston College. Tajonar
completed the Axel requirement for
the team. Dean did a waltz-toe loop
jump combination and her circular
footwork.
Jonker contributed
a
teady upright pin.

Ice dance
The team had a strong showing

DMITRY PORTNYAGI

I

Spring/2003
Service Hours

Top Two Novice Spots

Andrew Kolesnlkov '03 deflects the ball In a doubles game
against the Coast Guard Academy. He and his partner, Vitally
Pereverzev '05, consistently outmatched their opponents win
the game 8-1, and went on to win their slng1es matchups in
straight sets. MIT beat Coast Guard 7-0.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,-- - - - - - - - -,

We've "Made Some Changes

Page 15

in the morning ice dance events.
Bruening and Cutler competed
against each other and placed first
and second in the novice dance, the
European waltz. Sheila
. Tandon
learned the Cha-Cha to compete in
the pre-intermediate
B dance and
won the gold medal. Dean and
Cheng, neither of whom has tested
in ice dance, competed the Rhythm
Blues and placed third and fourth
in the pre-intermediate
A dance
event.

en' ,ladie ' e ents

Vancouver Canucks (4) vs. St. Louis
Blues (5)
Heartbroken
after losing the
division title on the last day of the
season, the Canucks are showing
signs of weakness. Rookie Alexander Auld has filled the net while
regular goaltender Dan Cloutier
recovers
from injury; Markus
Naslund lost the goal and point titles
to Hejduk and Forsberg of the.
Avalanche; and the team seems to
be slowly' losing energy.
Meanwhile the Blues recently
regained the services of captain
Chris Pronger; along with replacement captain and slapshot king Al
MacInnis and rookie sensation Barret Jackman, the Blues' defensive
corps looks to be one of the most
solid in the league, bolstered by the

Detroit Red Wings (2) vs. the
Mighty Ducks oj Anaheim (7)
Hockey's perennial powerhouse,
and Stanley Cup defending champion, face the team that held that title
in the 1980s. Detroit ended its season on a tear, losing 5 of its last 27.
Curtis Joseph represents the only
major change for Detroit, replacing
hero goaltender Dominik Hasek.
While other acquisitions, like Mathieu Schneider on defense, should
not be ign'ored, Cujo's work with
Detroit's strong defense will be key.
The Ducks made the low-key
acquisition of Steve Thomas (no
relation) from Chicago, who turned
around a weak s-easun to score 10
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Gilbert & Sullivan

Bruening skated an exhibition
for his Intermediate free skate, and
had a powerful
camel-changecamel spin. Gonzalez, who just
started skating last year, earned a
silver medal in his pre-intermediate
A compulsory
moves,
during
which he completed a waltz-toe
loop.
Wu placed fifth in her intermediate short program and sixth in her
free skate.
Though Wu has not trained seriously since junior high school, she
skates with natural ease, with beautiful arm movements complementing her skating.
At the pre-intermediate C level,
Cutler, LeCocq, and Tajonar placed
fir t, second, and third in the compulsory moves and third, fifth, and
sixth in the compulsory
moves.
This is the last intercollegiate competition Cutler will compete in,
since she is graduating with her
PhD in June.
At the pre-intermediate
B
level, Cheng and Dean placed
fourth and fifth in the compulsory
moves and sixth and first in the
free skate.
Jonker earned a silver medal in
her free skate and a bronze medal
in her compulsory moves event.

j

PLAYERS

j <

Uto"ia, Ltd.

I

•

BREAKFAST

7:30am-11am 7:30am-11am
UNCH

11am-3pm

LUNCH

11am-2pm

•tchett Grill - NEW Menu
Buildi 50,
6pm-l1 pm

;alker Memoria!), 142 Memorial Drive - 2nd Floor
6pm- 11pm
11am-11pm
11am-11pm

Pritchett Convenience
Buildin 50, (\V,a1kerMemoria!),142 Memorial 0 ive - 2nd Floor
6pm-1am
6pm-1 am
11am -11pm
11am-11pm

•I
I
I
I
I

I

•

Building 4 Coffee Shop
Buildi 4, (00 the Infinite Corridor)
8am-l1pm
8am-3pm

.. On(v o.ne weekend (eft!
I
I
I
I

I

•

r Ames

Street .

s. Avenue
7:30am-5pm
,_._ ... ,....,..........
.,..r'

~

•

$6 MIT Students
$8 MIT Community, Seniors,
Other Students (with ID),
Children
$10 General Public
gsp-tickets@mit.edu

r ....

Apri110-12 @ 8pm
April 13 @ 2pm
La Sala de Puerto Rico
MIT Student Center

web.mit.edu/ gsp/www /

617.253.0190

~.JL-_---------------------------------:-:--:--~---:---:-~
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SPORTS
L Payoff easo ,Round One:
at to Expect
Who to L okfo ,
By Andrew C. Thomas
OPINIO

EDITOR

n exciting
season of
HL
Hockey i over. ow comes the second season - two months of grueling, exciting playoff action. Here
are my picks for the outcome of the
first round.
EA TERN

co

FERE

CE

The
Eastern
Conference
matchups this year are reasonably
fre h. The traditionally weak outheast Division is represented by two
teams this year, Tampa and Washington. The matchups:
Ottawa Senators (I) vs. New York
Islanders (8)
After two seasons
with the
Islanders, Alexei Yashin will be facing his old team for what promi es
to be an animated series. The statistics are all with Ottawa - in goal,
Patrick Lalime certainly has the
edge over rookie Rick DiPietro and
illegal equipment user Garth now.
Yashin has been unspectacular
for most of the season but has been
on a tear of late. If he can maintain
his intensity and motivate his team
-which,
with captain Mike Peca,
has more leadership than the Senators - should make this series
worth watching.
Prediction: Ottawa in 6.
New Jersey Devils (2) ys. Boston
Bruins (7)
A midseason swan dive, a goaJtending crisis, and a fired coach have

given this Bruin team omething to
worry about. Jeff Hackett, acquired
from the Canadiens midsea on, ha
been injured, leaving inconsi tent
backup teve hie Ids in net. Bo ton
coach Robbie Ftorek was fired rnideason, though the last time that happened hi team (ironicaHy, the Devils) went on to win the tanley Cup.
Led by Joe Thornton, Glen Murray, and the returning
ergei amsonov, the Bruins' potent offense
wilt come up squarely against the
league's stingiest defense. Martin
Brodeur will likely be the man who
makes or breaks thi series.
Prediction: ew Jersey in 7.
Tampa Bay Lightning (3) ys. Washington Capitals (6)
Legal trouble off the ice has made
trouble for Caps star Jaromir Jagr, but
the Bolts have been on a tear for the
last month. Their combination of
young talent in Martin St. Louis, Vincent Lecavalier, and the "Bulin Wall"
ikolai Khabibulin in goal, combined
with the veteran talent of Dave Andreychuk and VacJav Prospal, has been
driving this team down the stretch.
Watch out for Olaf Kolzig in goal
for the Caps, a regular season workhorse - again, this will be a battle of
goaltenders. (Anyone see a pattern
here?) With their first-ever division
championship, the Lightning will no
doubt look to go deep this year.
Prediction: Tampa Bay in 5.
Phi/adelphia Flyers (4) YS. Toronto
Maple Leafs (5)
Full disclosure: I'm a diehard

Leafs fan. But even with my bias, I
till have no qualm in saying that
thi is Toronto' year.
The Leafs' Ed Belfour has had
an MVP eason in net; Roman
Cechmanek did the ame for PhiJIy.
However, Belfour has proved himelf as a reliable playoff performer,
wherea Cechmanek i fighting not
only terrible playoff karma but also
a nagging groin injury.
On a good day the Leafs have two
prime scoring Jines against the combination of Tony Amonte and Jeremy
Roenick. Simon Gagne and John
Leclair have been injured, and do not
carry as much force of newly acquired
Leafs winger Owen Nolan (a player
courted by Phi1ly GM Bobby Clarke).
The biggest concern for the
Leafs, as it has been all year, is
injury; with several regulars out for
the last two weeks of the sea on,
including leaders Gary Roberts and
Doug Gilmour, they wiH need either
to stay healthy,
or have their
replacements turn up their intensity
as they did in fast year's playoffs.
Watch for this to be a grudge
match between Leafs GM Pat Quinn
and Flyers Clarke; this wiJl also be a
coaching battle between Quinn and
ken Hitchcock, who together led
Canada's Olympic team to a gold
medal in last year's games.
Prediction: Toronto in 6.
WESTERN CONFERE

JONATHAN

WAN

THE TECH

Mark Knobel '00 and Nina lsakovlch compete In the Advanced
International Standard event of the 2003 Mil Open Ballroom
Dance Competition. Knobel and lsakovlch won first place In
Waltz, Tango, Viennese Waltz, and overall. The competition
was hosted last weekend by the MIT Ballroom Dance Team.

CE

The fight for the West was long
NHL, Page 15

Figure .Skaters Plare

Seoond at MIT Event
By Diana Cheng
TEAM MEMBER

MIT's figure skating club hosted the first Eastern Small Teams
IntercoJlegiate Competition, sanctioned by the United
States Figure Skating
Club, on M"arch 22.
MIT's skating team
won 17 medals and
placed second overall
out of 10 coJleges, behind Boston
College.
Teams were aJlowed to send at
most 15 skaters, and I 1 of MIT's
skaters competed. The events had
fewer entries than in the other
intercollegiate
competitions
this
season, since this was a non-qualifying competition.

STANLEY

HU-THE

TECH

Karen A. Kinnaman '06 clears 4'6" in the high jump for a fifth place during the Engineer's Cup at
MIT. The women's track and field team kicked off its outdoor season last Sunday with a non-scoring meet against WPI and RPI.

Team maneuvers
The high maneuvers team of Barb
Cutler G, PhiJlip Lichtor '06, and
Amy Wu '06 earned a bronze medal
against teams from Boston College
and UMass Amherst. Lichtor completed swift, clean double jumps. Wu

completed the two spin requirements.
Cutler completed a serpentine 'Step
sequence. The team scrambled to
reorganize quickly after a member
did not show up for the event, and aU
of the skaters on the team were
required to move up a level.
MIT's .intermediate maneuvers
team of Diana Cheng '04, John B.
Gonzalez '04, and Cecile Le Cocq G
also earned a bronze in the Team
Maneuvers event, against Northeastern and Boston ColJege teams. Their
required elements included double
jumps; however, Done of the Intenne:.
diate team members could complete
double jumps.
Gonzalez came on
after the event began and substituted
waltz jumps for the double jumps so
that the team could meet its threemember requirement. Le Cocq completed an Axel and a camel spin and
Cheng completed a camel-sit-uprightchange"upright spin which was the
longest spin she had ever done.
Cheng also made up a straight-line
footwork
sequence on the spot
because her original step sequence
was covered only half the ice surface,
but when she skated up to the Intermediate team, the sequence had to
cover the fuJl ice surface.
The low maneuvers team of DeJFigure Skating, Page 15

UPCOMING
HOME
EVENTS
Tuesday, April 8
Baseball vs. Emerson, 3 p.m.
Women's
Lacrosse
vs.
Wheaton College, 4 p.m.
Wednesday, April 9
BaesbaJl vs. UMass Boston,
3 p.m.
XIAOWEI

YANG-THE

TECH

The MIT men's lightweight crew team (left) races against the U.S. Military Academy in the cold, wind, and sleet last Saturday morning. On the MIT boat (left to right): Dmltry Portnyagin '04, Sven H. Chilton '05, Jeffrey T. Loh '03, Michael P. Farry '04, Michael T.
Donohue '03, Eric F. Swart '03, Atlf Z. Qadir '04, Jeremy K. Ma~on '05, Karissa D. Patterson '03.

Thursday, April 10
Baseball vs. Babson College,
3 p.m.

